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Know Your 'O' Level Chemistry - A Study Guide
The OCR A Level Chemistry A Revision Guide provides comprehensive,
specification-matched content, packed with engaging revision and practice
material to keep you focused. It also contains a wealth of exam-style questions to
test your knowledge and skills to help you fully prepare for the exams.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry Revision
Guide
Eduqas Chemistry for A Level Year 2: Study and Revision Guide
Cambridge IGCSE® Chemistry Revision Guide
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Drawing on exam data from Edexcel's Results Plus service, this book offers tailored
support for the 2008 specification. It includes: exam-style questions, worked
examples, guidance on practical assessment, case studies and investigations.
Thinking tasks, quick questions and checklists help students track their progress.

Eduqas Chemistry A Level Year 1 and AS Study and Revision
Guide
AS-Level Chemistry OCR A Complete Revision & Practice

A-level Chemistry Complete Guide (Yellowreef)
Exam Prep Flash Cards for Aqa a Level Chemistry Revision
Guide
• first to provide exam data-mining in study guide • allow students to focus on
most examined concepts – cut study time and increase efficiency • an expert guide
to lead one abstract knowledge and wisdom • provides exact, accurate, complete
and independent self–education • the only guide currently that covers Planning
Questions • advanced trade book • also suitable for • Cambridge GCE AL (H1/H2) •
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Cambridge International A & AS Level • Cambridge Pre-University • Books
available for other subjects including Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics,
Economics, English • Primary level, Secondary level, GCE O-level, GCE A-level,
iGCSE, Cambridge A-level, Hong Kong DSE • visit www.yellowreef.com for sample
chapters and more

Exam Prep for: REVISE OCR AS/A Level Chemistry Revision
Guide
Get your best grades with this exam-focused text that will guide you through the
content and skills you need to prepare for the big day. Manage your own revision
with step-by-step support from experienced examiner and author David Bevan.
This guide also includes a Questions and Answers section with exam-style
questions, student's answers for each question, and examiner comments to ensure
you're exam-ready. - Plan and pace your revision with the revision planner - Use
the expert tips to clarify key points - Avoid making typical mistakes with expert
advice - Test yourself with end-of-topic questions and answers and tick off each
topic as you complete it - Practise your exam skills with exam-style questions and
answers This title has not been through the Cambridge International endorsement
process.
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A-level Chemistry
A2-Level Chemistry OCR A Complete Revision & Practice

A2-Chemistry
Chemistry for the IB Diploma Study and Revision Guide
Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry Coursebook
with CD-ROM
This is an ebook version of the "A-Level Study Guide - Chemistry (Higher 1) - Ed
1.0" published by Step-by-Step International Pte Ltd. [ For the Higher 2 (H2)
syllabus with last exam in 2016.] This ebook gives concise illustrated notes and
worked examples. It is intended as a study guide for readers who have studied the
O-Level Chemistry or the equivalent. It contains material that most readers should
want to take note of when attending formal lessons and/or discussions on the
Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level Higher 1 (H1) Chemistry. The concise notes
cover essential steps to understand the relevant theories. The illustrations and
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worked examples show essential workings to apply those theories. We believe the
notes and illustrations will help readers learn to "learn" and apply the relevant
knowledge. Sample pages are available (in .pdf) from our website.

Advanced Study Guide Chemistry
AS-Level Chemistry Edexcel Complete Revision & Practice

"O" Level Study Guide - Chemistry Quite Easily Done
Advanced Chemistry Through Diagrams
Endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education for full syllabus
coverage Foster a deeper understanding of theoretical concepts through clear
guidance and opportunities for self-assessment throughout; covers the entire
Cambridge International AS & A Level Chemistry syllabus (9701). - Navigate the
different routes through the course with ease with clearly divided sections for AS
and A Level. - Focus learning with learning outcomes clearly defined at the
beginning of each section - Test knowledge and understanding with past paper and
exam-style questions - Address the Key Concepts in the syllabus, which are clearly
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highlighted throughout the course The Revision and Practice CD included with
every Student's Book provides interactive tests, summaries of each topic and
advice on examination techniques.

International Baccalaureate Standard Level Chemistry
This is an ebook version of the "Advanced Study Guide - Chemistry - Ed 1.0"
published by Step-by-Step International Pte Ltd. [ For the Higher 2 (H2) syllabus
with last exam in 2016.] This ebook gives concise illustrated notes and worked
examples. It is organised largely accordingly to the Singapore-Cambridge GCE ALevel Higher 2 (H2) syllabus, with additional topics to cover the equivalent
syllabuses of the University of Cambridge International Examination (CIE) A Level
(Core & A2), and the International Baccalaureate (IB) Higher Level (Core & AHL).
The concise notes cover essential steps to understand the relevant theories. The
illustrations and worked examples show essential workings to apply those theories.
We believe the notes and illustrations will help readers learn to "learn" and apply
the relevant knowledge. The ebook should help readers study and prepare for their
exams. Relevant feedbacks from Examiner Reports, reflecting what the examiners
expected, are incorporated into the notes and illustrations where possible, or
appended as notes (NB) where appropriate. It is also a suitable aid for teaching
and revision. Sample pages are available (in .pdf) from our website.
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Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry Revision
Guide
The OCR A Level Chemistry A Revision Guide provides comprehensive,
specification-matched content, packed with engaging revision and practice
material to keep you focused. It also contains a wealth of exam-style questions to
test your knowledge and skills to help you fully prepare for the exams.

As Chemistry Edexcel Revision Guide
Exam Prep for: REVISE Edexcel AS/A Level Chemistry Revision
Ocr a Level Salters' Advanced Chemistry Year 1 Revision Guide
Each topic is treated from the beginning, without assuming prior knowledge. Each
chapter starts with an opening section covering an application. These help
students to understand the relevance of the topic: they are motivational and they
make the text more accessible to the majority of students. Concept Maps have
been added, which together with Summaries throughout, aid understanding of
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main ideas and connections between topics. Margin points highlight key points,
making the text more accessible for learning and revision. Checkpoints in each
chapter test students' understanding and support their private study.

AQA a Level Chemistry Year 2 Revision Guide
The Cambridge IGCSE Chemistry Revision Guide supports students through their
course, containing specifically designed features to help students apply their
knowledge as they prepare for assessment.

IB Chemistry Revision Guide
Pre-U Chemistry Revision Guide
AS-level chemistry
The OCR A Level Chemistry A Revision Guide provides comprehensive,
specification-matched content, packed with engaging revision and practice
material to keep you focused. It also contains a wealth of exam-style questions to
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test your knowledge and skills to help you fully prepare for the exams.

AQA Certificate in Chemistry (iGCSE).
OCR a Level Chemistry a Year 2 Revision Guide
This is an ebook version of the "A-Level Study Guide - Chemistry (Higher 2) - Ed
H2.2" published by Step-by-Step International Pte Ltd. [ For the revised Higher 2
(H2) syllabus with first exam in 2017. ] This ebook gives concise illustrated notes
and worked examples. It is intended as a study guide for readers who have studied
the O-Level Chemistry or the equivalent. It contains material that most readers
should want to take note of when attending formal lessons and/or discussions on
the Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level Higher 2 (H2) Chemistry. [As the Higher 1
(H1) Chemistry syllabus is a subset of the H2 Chemistry syllabus, this ebook is also
suitable for readers studying Chemistry at the H1 level.] The concise notes cover
essential steps to understand the relevant theories. The illustrations and worked
examples show essential workings to apply those theories. We believe the notes
and illustrations will help readers learn to "learn" and apply the relevant
knowledge. The ebook should help readers study and prepare for their exams.
Relevant feedbacks from Examiner Reports, reflecting what the examiners
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expected, are incorporated into the notes and illustrations where possible, or
appended as notes (NB) where appropriate. It is also a suitable aid for teaching
and revision.

A-Level Study Guide Chemistry (Higher 1)
Fully revised and updated content matching new Cambridge International
Examinations 9701 syllabus for first examination in 2016. Endorsed by Cambridge
International Examinations, this digital edition comprehensively covers all the
knowledge and skills students need during the A Level Chemistry course (9701),
for first examination in 2016, in a reflowable format, adapting to any screen size or
device. Written by renowned experts in Chemistry teaching, the text is written in
an accessible style with international learners in mind. Self-assessment questions
allow learners to track their progress, and exam-style questions help learners to
prepare thoroughly for their examinations. Answers to all the questions from within
the Coursebook are provided.

Cambridge International AS/A Level Chemistry Revision Guide
2nd edition
A very challenging subject IB chemistry requires tremendous effort to understand
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fully and attain a high grade. ‘IB Chemistry Revision Guide’ simplifies the content
and provides clear explanations for the material.

A-Level Study Guide Chemistry (Higher 2)
Rur
A-Level Study Guide Chemistry Ed H2.2
Cambridge International A/AS-level Science Revision Guides provide exam-focused
texts to guide students through the content and skills of the course to prepare
them for their exams. Each guide in the series provides: - Introduction: containing
an overview of the course and how it is assessed, advice on revision and taking the
examination papers. - Content Guidance: provides a summary of the facts and
concepts that you need to know for the examination. - Skills: explains the datahandling skills you will need to answer some of the questions in the written papers.
It also explains the practical skills that you will need in order to well in the practical
examination. - Questions and Answers: contains a specimen examination paper for
you to try, followed by a set of student's answers for each question, with
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comments from an examiner to help you identify exactly what is required in the
exam.

Cambridge International AS and A Level Chemistry
The AQA A Level Chemistry Revision Guide provides comprehensive, specificationmatched content, packed with engaging revision and practice material to keep you
focused. It also contains a wealth of exam-style questions to test your knowledge
and skills to help you fully prepare for the exams.

OCR a Level Chemistry a Revision Guide
Exam Board: IB Level: IB Subject: Chemistry First Teaching: September 2014 First
Exam: Summer 2016 Stretch your students to achieve their best grade with these
year round course companions; providing clear and concise explanations of all
syllabus requirements and topics, and practice questions to support and
strengthen learning. - Consolidate revision and support learning with a range of
exam practice questions and concise and accessible revision notes - Practise exam
technique with tips and trusted guidance from examiners on how to tackle
questions - Focus revision with key terms and definitions listed for each topic/sub
topic
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WJEC Chemistry A2 Level
AQA Level 1/2 Certificate (iGCSE) in Chemistry Revision Guide
This is an ebook version of the "A-Level Study Guide - Chemistry (Higher 2) - Ed
3.0" published by Step-by-Step International Pte. Ltd. This ebook gives concise
illustrated notes and worked examples. It is intended as a study guide for readers
who have studied the O-Level Chemistry or the equivalent. It contains material that
most readers should want to take note of when attending formal lessons and/or
discussions on the Singapore-Cambridge GCE A-Level Higher 2 (H2) Chemistry. [As
the Higher 1 (H1) Chemistry syllabus is a subset of the H2 Chemistry syllabus, this
ebook is also suitable for readers studying Chemistry at the H1 level.] The concise
notes cover essential steps to understand the relevant theories. The illustrations
and worked examples show essential workings to apply those theories. We believe
the notes and illustrations will help readers learn to "learn" and apply the relevant
knowledge. The ebook should help readers study and prepare for their exams.
Relevant feedbacks from Examiner Reports, reflecting what the examiners
expected, are incorporated into the notes and illustrations where possible, or
appended as notes (NB) where appropriate. It is also a suitable aid for teaching
and revision. Sample pages are available (in .pdf) from our website.
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A2-level Chemistry
Recaps the essential knowledge needed to prepare for the exams with summary
and exam-style questions, maths skills activities, exam tips and advice. Double
Award mapping is clearly indicated with an icon for those topics that are also
covered in the AQA Level 1/2 Certificate in Science: Double Award. Key practicals
and an advice section are included to support students experimental data handling
skills, and answers to all questions appear at the back of the book, providing
instant feedback.

OCR a Level Chemistry a Year 1 Revision Guide
Chemistry
A revision guide tailored to the AS and A Level Chemistry syllabus (9701) for first
examination in 2016.

Edexcel A2 Chemistry Revision Guide
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International Baccalaureate Higher Level Chemistry
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